
Culture
more than a curriculum - 

it’s a           .



IT’s All About Relationships. 





Culture: “…goes much deeper than a 
mission statement…culture is how 
group members actually behave, 
repeatedly and habitually.” -James Hunter 

Climate: The product of the 
attention to those behaviors. The 
school’s effects on its people. It is 
something you can actually feel.



ClarityCompetence Consistency
What do people know  

how to do?
What do people do 

daily or weekly?
What do people believe  

in or care about?

Circles of 
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A Culture with No How: 
We know what is important 

and we see/talk about it 
often, but the staff or 

students don’t have the 
skills to bring the vision to 

life. It is a culture that is 
busy, but not productive. 
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A Culture with No Why: 
We teach a lot of skills, we 

talk about our culture often, 
but there is no deep buy-in 
or clear, unifying purpose. It 
is a culture that is busy, but 

not passionate. 
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A Culture with No When: 
Inspiration doesn’t mean application. A big 

message with little follow through is like going 
the gym ONCE. It is a culture of inconsistency - 

a culture of good ideas, but no habits. 
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Clarity

WHY TEACH 
Whole Child? the



The Other Half of the 
Whole Child 

• Built to be relational, more isolated than ever.
• Who needs Character Development?
• Academics only = 30-50% of what they need.

• Students need a Deeper WHY.

• Highest indicator of success isn’t GPA or SAT.
• Soft skills are the new Hard Skills.



We must stop living  
for happiness 

and start living for clear   
PURPOSE.
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Job > Responsibilities

to-do listto-be list

Clarity



Transformational > Transactional

informationalrelational

Clarity



WHY DO YOU DO  
WHAT YOU DO?

Clarity



“People will forget what you say, 
people will forget what you do, 

but people will never  
forget the way you made 

them feel.”  
-Maya Angelou

feel
Clarity



feelhow do we want  
our students to ?

Clarity



feelhow do we want  
our staff to ?

Clarity



feelhow do we want  
our school to ?

Clarity



feel
the simplest definition 
of climate is how people 
on your campus

on a day-to-day basis.

Clarity
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People want to BE GOOD, 
they just don’t always know  
what GOOD looks like.



Climate: SAFE, 
BELONG, ACCEPted 

Culture: KINDNESS
Competence



Growth vs. Fixed Mindset
Empathy

Habit Development
Active Listening
Grit/Resiliency

Personality vs. Character
Competence



CHARACTERPERSONALITY Personality vs. Character

Competence



personality is a gift.
character is a             HABIT.

Competence



personality is what we wear to the gym.
character is how hard we work out.

Competence



What does CHARACTER 
look like? 

Competence



Patience Honesty
Kindness

HumilityForgiveness
Commitment

Respect Selflessness

What does CHARACTER 
look like? 

CHARACTER

Competence



CHARACTER
is good in ACTION.

Competence



Patience Honesty
Kindness

Humility
Forgiveness

Commitment

Respect
Selflessness

CHARACTER       HABITS of 



Kindness
Finding OPPORTUNITIES for service 

Seeking PROACTIVELY positive interactions 

The PRACTICE of selflessness 
A COMMITMENT to generosity 

The DEVELOPMENT of empathetic instincts 

The ART of Compliments 



@houstonkraft

I really like your article of 
clothing. It reminds me of 

type of animal because 
reason.



@houstonkraft

I really like your article of 
clothing. It reminds me of 

type of animal because 
reason.



competence





The more opportunities they  
have to PRACTICE KINDNESS, 
the more likely they are to  
BUILD THE HABIT OF KINDNESS.
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Intentions - Actions = 
SQUAT.



Make time, daily. 

Consistency



Consistency



Consistency



IT IS THE 
PLATE!

Consistency



The question that’s 
not getting asked. 

Consistency



consistency



Put your focus on the  
little things daily, and  

the BIG THINGS  
get better.
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The                      Culture

• I am clear on my purpose in school.

• I feel ______.

• I know how to be ______.
• I know why being ______ matters.

• There is someone I trust.

• I am reminded & held accountable for ______.



INTELLIGENCE
 without CHARACTER 

is dangerous. 



CHARACTER without 

is ineffective. 
INTELLIGENCE



CHARACTER plus 

creates compassionate, 
capable people.  

INTELLIGENCE
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October 30th: Houston, TX 

October 30th: Dallas, TX 

“CREATING A POSITIVE & SAFE 
SCHOOL CULTURE”





more than a curriculum - 
it’s a CULTURE.


